Secure corporate
revenue with a
Broadband Wireless
Network by Vista

Vista Telecom Networks, Inc.

Services

Oil & Gas Market Profile

 Network Installations

Vista brings broadband wireless data connectivity to remote, underserviced,
and un-serviced sites, enabling applications that reduce costs and secure
corporate revenue. Vista provides broadband wireless connectivity to support
many applications with highly flexible and scalable infrastructure, increasing
efficiency and productivity at sites ranging from corporate headquarters to
remote battery sites. Vista broadband supports:

 Engineering & Design
 Hardware Source
 Installation Audits











 Towers & Structures
 Network Maintenance

Oil & Gas Applications
 Wireless Data
Backhauling
 SCADA
 Video Surveillance
(security, safety)
 Remote Internet Access
 Production Data Access

Wireless Data Backhauling
SCADA
IP-based Video Surveillance (security, safety)
Remote Internet Access
Production Data Access
Performance Improvement
Telemetry
Tank Level Inventories
Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP)

“Vista has proven to be an extremely valuable partner for us.
The Vista team understands the importance of gaining cost efficiencies
while delivering a highly reliable network for its clients. We feel confident
when working with Vista, because they are committed to helping
Pengrowth achieve success.”
- Don Ind, Senior Network/Security Analyst, Pengrowth Corporation

 Telemetry

Clients are no longer in the dark with data provided by Broadband Wireless
Infrastructure from Vista. Valuable production information allows
operations to monitor trends and events to be able to fine tune production
and utilize resources efficiently, and this can be done with a cost effective
Private Wireless Network by Vista.

 Tank Level Inventories

Services

 Voice over Internet
Protocol (VoIP)

Vista enables Oil and Gas applications with a wide range of services that
include:

 Performance
Improvement









Network Installations
Engineering & Design
Hardware Source
Installation Audits
Towers & Structures
Network Video Systems
Network Maintenance

With a breadth of capability and abundance of experience, Vista is well

Let Vista manage
your network so you
can focus on your
core business.
Applications

positioned to help clients not only install and maintain broadband wireless
networks, but manage them as well. Too often clients lack internal
expertise and corporate tenure to effectively manage telecom networks.
Vista partners with clients to perform comprehensive data communications
planning and coordination - Vista manages client networks to ensure clients
maximize the financial and operational benefits that broadband wireless
connectivity can offer.



Wireless Backhauls

About Vista



Private Wireless
Networks



Last Mile Connectivity



Leased Line Alternatives

Vista provides and maintains wireless telecom infrastructure for a wide
variety of industries. We have extensive experience and expertise in
Network Installations, Engineering & Design, Hardware, Installation Audits,
Towers & Structures, and Network Maintenance. Our clients include
companies in the Telecommunications, Oil & Gas, Government, Commerce,
and Electric Utility sectors.



Temporary Wireless
Networks



Office Network
Infrastructure

Technologies


Microwave Networks



Cellular Networks



Power Systems



Structured Cabling



Wi-Fi Networks

At Vista, we pride ourselves in being true partners with our clients, listening
to ensure we understand their requirements, and fulfilling these
requirements with proper expertise. We are nimble and often adapt to
meet a client’s needs, providing the right resources which allow them to
concentrate on their core business while we excel with our core business.
We deliver high quality broadband wireless infrastructure on budget, while
meeting or bringing in schedules. Our goal is to impress our clients with
quality - while doing what we say we are going to do.
We offer our clients world-class installations resulting from a combined
industry and training experience totalling hundreds of years. We partner
with our clients and help them to achieve their goals.
Whether it is new turnkey network infrastructure, radio retrofits, or a
preventative maintenance program, Vista has the depth of experience,
breadth of capability, and manpower to deliver. Vista has grown over 15
years and now has offices in Edmonton and Calgary, and three warehouses
to offer the services and responsiveness that our clients demand.

“Our success in deploying this network is a direct result
of our partnership with Vista. With Vista’s infrastructure
and expertise, we delivered the largest wireless project in
TELUS’ history to date, and in record time.”
- Joe Theberge, Director Wireless Implementation West, TELUS
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